
The Surprising Truth About Drug Addictions – Unleashed 
 

It’s not the depressing addictions to Big Pharma’s drugs or when we get addicted to those drugs, that we 

enjoy doing, that are the biggest problems in life!  The Truly worst Drug addictions are within our own 

beliefs, that someone may have originally pushed on us! 

 

You see, physical drugs are much easier to overcome than mental drugs! 

 

So, let’s talk about Mental drugs, the MOST DANGEROUS drugs of ALL! 
 

Our current society only tries to help us overcome the simplest of addictions while leaving the worst 

drug addictions completely alone!  Matter of fact, our current society will cause us to focus on those 

simple drug addictions so much that we completely ignore the MOST DANGEROUS of drug addictions! 

 

These Mental DRUG ADDICTIONS are so Powerful that they can destroy, not only a single life, 

But GENERATIONS of LIVES by simply ONE Person Accepting These MENTAL DRUGS into their 

Life! 
 

Let me give you the BEST example of this that I currently know of!  This ONE addiction has 

Destroyed 2,000 years’ worth of Generations by Holding them down in a Belief, promoted 

through Promises, THAT TO THIS DAY, Have Never Come TRUE! 
 

Yet 100+ Generations (10 of Billions of Lives) HAVE BEEN COMPLETELY DESTROYED by 1 simple belief 

being Accepted, by just a few people, over a millennium ago! 

 

By accepting This Mental Addiction and then passing their Addiction onto future 

Generations, they have almost destroyed an Entire Planet! 
 

Now that IS ONE SERIOUS DRUG ADDICTION! 

 

As Ironic as this Might Sound, “Thank God that this Worst Drug Addiction of ALL Time is about 

to be Cured!” 

 

The Cure for This Mental Drug Addiction is SIMPLY The Truth! 

 

The Truth is going to Wipe this Addiction from the Face of Our Planet, For Good! 

 

Oddly enough, this is the WORST ADDICTION there possibly is, yet Big Pharma Doesn’t have a 

pill for it!  Hmm, I wonder who they work with! 

 

Have An Addictionless Day! 


